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Abstract

This paper presents methods which enable the
Rao-Blackwellised (R-B) particle filtering tech-
nique to be applicable for the airborne simul-
taneous localisation and mapping problem. Al-
though R-B filter has been successfully applied
to mobile/ground vehicles, its extension to fly-
ing vehicles has been impractical due to the
high dimensionality involved in inertial navi-
gation system (INS). To overcome this prob-
lem, the full INS state is further partitioned
into an external state (vehicle pose) and an in-
ternal state (navigation and sensor calibration),
with a particle filter being applied only to the
external state. The computational complexity
is further reduced by developing a hybrid R-B
Inertial-SLAM. Simulation results will be pre-
sented with simulated flight data, showing reli-
able performances during loop-closures.

1 Introduction

Navigation (or localisation) is a fundamental, but still a
challenging task in most autonomous vehicles to perform
their tasks successfully and generate high-level control
signals for vehicle steering. Although satellite-based lo-
calisation systems have been widely available, they are
still susceptible to signal shadings and blocking, being
unreliable or completely unavailable in many robotic en-
vironments such as forestry, mining, underwater and ur-
ban canyons. An accurate mapping of environment be-
comes thus essential not only for a successful task oper-
ation but also for a reliable localisation within the en-
vironment. This problem has been known as Simulta-
neous Localisation And Mapping (SLAM) which pro-
vides a probabilistic framework to map environmental
features whilst utilising them for the vehicle localisation
([Durrant-Whyte and Bailey, 2006]).

SLAM is intrinsically a high-dimensional state estima-
tion problem, adding new features as the vehicle encom-
passes the environment. Extended Kalman filter (EKF)

has been most popular for its real-time implementation.
The key property is in maintaining the full vehicle-to-
map correlation information within a covariance matrix.
It however requires quadratic storage and computational
complexities of O(n2), with n being the dimension of
the state space. Clearly, the increasing number of fea-
tures will eventually limit the real-time performance.
To tackle this problem, various methods have been de-
veloped such as using compressed [Guivant and Nebot,
2001] and hierarchical map managements [Estrada and
Tardos, 2005], sparsed information filter by [Thrun et

al., 2002], and Rao-blackwellised (R-B) particle filter by
[Grisetti et al., 2007] (also known as fast-SLAM in [Mon-
temerlo et al., 2004]). For more detailed discussions,
refer to a recent survey paper by [Durrant-Whyte and
Bailey, 2006].

In particular, the R-B particle filter SLAM offers com-
putationally tractable particle filtering by partitioning
the full state into a vehicle and a map states, then
applying particle filter for the former and Kalman fil-
ter for the latter. This process is also known as Rao-
Blackwellisation, where the joint probability density
function (PDF) is represented by a set of particle sam-
ples with associated conditional PDFs of map. The key
benefit is the conditionally independency between map-
features given the pose trajectory of the vehicle, result-
ing in the linear computational complexity of O(n). In
addition, it provides an effective means to deal with non-
linearity and non-Gaussian noises within vehicle dynam-
ics, making it highly attractive for flying vehicles.

Airborne SLAM on a fixed-wing UAV platform has
been demonstrated in [Kim and Sukkarieh, 2004], show-
ing the feasibility of SLAM as a stand-alone or a comple-
mentary airborne navigation system. Although there has
been SLAM on a low-dynamic Blimp platform by [Jung
and Lacroix, 2003], the full INS technology has never
been exploited until this work, enabling an all-terrain
navigation capability with full 6 degrees-of-freedom ve-
hicle information.

The work however was based on EKF framework, suf-



fering quadratically increasing complexity. Considering
the large-scale of airborne mapping and non-linearity,
R-B particle filter SLAM becomes a natural candidate
for airborne implementation. Its direct application to
inertial system, however, is not as straightforward as in
the mobile robots. One of the main reasons is the high-
dimensionality associated with INS, which typically has
position, velocity, and attitude states, as well as sensor
errors for gyroscopes and accelerometers. This leads to
a dimensionality of 15 at least, while most mobile robots
have only 3 for x−y positions and a heading. The num-
ber of particles required increases exponentially with the
state dimension, and thus the direct particle filtering for
INS does not provide much benefits.

In this paper, the INS states are further partitioned
into an external and an internal states, where the for-
mer represents the vehicle pose (position and attitude)
required for mapping process, and the latter for iner-
tial navigation (velocity) and sensor calibration for gyro
and accelerometer (biases). Note that the velocity state
is required to obtain the position from the accelerome-
ter measurement, and it is not directly related to the
mapping process. Therefore it is considers as an in-
ternal variable which is also beneficial to reduce the
sampling dimension. The external states are then es-
timated by a particle filter, whilst the internal and map
states being estimated by a parallel Kalman filters. Un-
like the conditionally independent map states, the inter-
nal states are not independent given the pose particles.
This is due to the dynamic coupling within internal and
external states, causing additional computational bur-
dens. To relieve this problem, a suboptimal but effi-
cient R-B Inertial-SLAM is developed, which has a sin-
gle full-INS EKF in concert with the pose-sampled Rao-
Blackwellised SLAM. The simulation results will show
the effectiveness of these methods.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 will
present the problem statement, and an overview of the
Rao-Blackwellised filtering will be provided in Section
3. Section 4 will develop efficient algorithms for R-B
Inertial-SLAM in Bayesian framework. Section 6 will
present results using simulated flight data. Finally Sec-
tion 7 will draw a conclusion with future research direc-
tions.

2 Problem Statement

The joint probability density function for airborne
SLAM system at time k conditioned on the cumulative
observations is

p (p,v,ψ,ba,bg,M | Zk), (1)

where,

• INS state vector consisting of position (p), velocity

Figure 1: R-B particle filtering for a 2 dimensional state
system: a) a full joint PDF. b) one of its subspaces (x2)
is approximated by a set of particles each of which carries
a conditional PDF of x1. c) With an observation on x2,
the particles are re-located, subsequently changing the
full joint and marginal PDFs.

(v), and attitude (ψ) with sensor bias errors for
accelerometers (ba) and gyroscopes (bg);

• the map state vector with stationary M -feature 3D
positions: M = {m1,m2, · · · ,mM}; and

• the feature observations until current time k: Zk =
{z1, z2, · · · , zk}.

The high-dimensionality arises from both map and
INS states. Thus the question is how to partition the
INS states into more tractable subspaces whilst decou-
pling the map correlation given vehicle state.

3 Overview of Rao-Blackwellised Filter

Direct application of particle filtering for a high-
dimensional system is not computationally tractable and
thus not desirable. Rao-Blackwellised (R-B) filter how-
ever, provides an effective means to reduce the sample-
space by factorising the full density and by applying the
particle filtering only for the reduced subspace.

Figure 1 illustrates R-B filter for a bivariate estima-
tion problem. The joint PDF p(x1,x2) has individual
marginal densities with a correlation as can be seen from
the elongation of the covariance ellipsoid (a). In R-B fil-
ter, one of its subspaces (in this case x2) can be approxi-
mated by a set of particle samples each of which carries a
conditional density of the other state x1. The full joint
PDF is thus represented by a set of {xi

2, p(x1|x
i
2)}

N

collectively (b). Whenever, an observation occurs on
the state x2, the particle samples are weighted based on
their likelihood and re-sampled accordingly [Montemerlo



et al., 2004]. Now the newly relocated samples with as-
sociated conditional PDFs represent the updated joint
density (c).

In SLAM problem, although the full state vector can
be partitioned to any sub groups, partitioning into a
vehicle and a map is the most effective due to the con-
ditional independency given the vehicle state. The ob-
servation update needs a slight modification as the ob-
servation is related to both vehicle and map. That is,
whenever an observation arrives, the particle samples
are weighted and re-sampled as before, but the asso-
ciated conditional PDF should be updated together by
assuming each vehicle pose being perfect [Grisetti et al.,
2007] and [Durrant-Whyte and Bailey, 2006].

4 Rao-Blackwellised Inertial-SLAM

The idea is to separate the high-dimensional INS states
into two sub-states: an external pose state xE which is
related to the mapping, and an internal states xI for
navigation and inertial sensor calibration:

p (p,ψ
︸︷︷︸

xE

,v,ba,bg
︸ ︷︷ ︸

xI

,M | Zk) (2)

= p (xI ,xE ,M | Zk) (3)

= p (xI ,M | xE ,Zk) × p (xE | Zk), (4)

where the full joint PDF is factorised into a conditional
PDF given the external state and a PDF for the external
state.

Since the internal state and map are conditionally in-
dependent given the external pose states, the PDF can
be further factorised:

p (xI ,xE ,M | Zk) (5)

= p (xI | xE) p (M | xE ,Zk) p (xE | Zk) (6)

= p (xI | xE)
N∏

i

p (mi | xe,Z
k)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Candidate for KF

× p (xE | Zk)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Candidate for PF

.(7)

From this factored density, applying R-B particle fil-
tering becomes straightforward: the PDF of the external
state can be represented by a particle filter and the PDFs
of the internal and map by analytical Kalman filters:

p (xI ,xE ,M | Zk) (8)

=



p (xI | xi
E)

N∏

j

p (mj | xi
E ,Zk)



× p (xi
E | Zk).

Figure 2(a) illustrates the resulting structure of the
joint PDF. Since the map features are only dependant
on the pose trajectory, the map-to-map correlations are

Figure 2: (a) R-B Inertial-SLAM effectively removes the
map-to-map correlations but not those between the in-
ternal states. (b) Hybrid R-B Inertial-SLAM, however,
maintains only one vehicle EKF, while utilising pose-
particles reducing the computational complexity.

subsequently zero between map-KFs given the pose par-
ticles. If n particles and m-map features are used, then
there will be n-KFs for internal-states and n × m map-
KFs, resulting in storage requirement of n[92 + m(32)].

5 Hybrid R-B Inertial-SLAM

The problem in the previous method is each particle
should maintain each internal-KF (which has 9 dimen-
sionality in this case). Coupled with the high-update
rates in INS (up to KHz), this still can be computation-
ally challenging. As discussed previously, the internal
states are not conditionally independent given the pose
history due to the dynamic coupling within the internal
states.

To relieve this complexity, the parallel internal-KFs
can be merged into a single EKF while maintaining a
pose-sampled particle filter as illustrated in Figure 2(b).
In this configuration, the pose particles are updated us-
ing vehicle-feature observations, and then the informa-
tion needs to be propagated to the full vehicle EKF by
reconstructing the marginal density.

p (xI ,xE ,M | Zk) (9)

= p (xI | xE)

N∏

j

p (mj | xi
E ,Zk) × p (xi

E | Zk)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

p (xi
E
|Zk)−→p (xE |Zk)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

−→p (xI ,xE |Zk)

.

For n particles, the memory requirement for covariance
matrix will be [152 +n×m(32)]. It can be observed that
the storages requirement for INS part is constant, while
that of the previous method being linearly proportional
to the number particles.



5.1 Prediction

The state-space model for the vehicle is the INS model:

p (xk+1 | xk) ⇔ xk+1 = f(xk) + wk, (10)

with nonlinear state-transition function f(·) (see details
in Equation 15), with wk being the process noise.

Since there are no direct measurement for INS state,
the mean and covariance within extended Kalman filter
are simply predicted using inertial measurement inputs.

In parallel, the pose particles are also propagated
base on the same nonlinear model as well as using the
estimated statistics of velocity (p(vn)) and gyro bias
(p(bb

g,k)):

pn,i
k+1 = pn,i

k + 4t(v̂n
k + wi

v) (11)

ψ
n,i
k+1 = ψ

n,i
k + 4tEn

b (ωb
k + b̂b

g,k + wi
g), (12)

where En
b is a transformation matrix between the body

and Euler rates and wi
v is the velocity noise samples

drawn from the uncertainty covariance N (0;Pvv), and
wi

g is the gyro noise samples drawn from the uncertainty
covariance N (0;Pbg

) to make the pose particles spread
out.

The prediction of the map-KFs are a simple stationary
process and thus are not shown here.

5.2 Observation Update

The probabilistic observation model relates the observa-
tion to the jth-feature position mj,k and the vehicle pose
xE,k:

p (zk | xk)) ⇔ zj,k = h(xE,k,mj,k) + vk, (13)

with h(·) being the nonlinear observation function (see
details in Equation 16), with vk being the observation
noise.

Once feature observations occur, there are three up-
date steps to fuse these information: pose particles up-
date, map-KFs update, and full vehicle-EKF update.

First, the pose particles are weighted based on their
closenesses to the observation by using the map esti-
mates. The weight can be further used to generate a
new set of particles proportional to this weight. This
process is called a re-sampling and the new particles are
allocated to a uniform weight of 1/N .

Second, the map-KFs are then updated using the stan-
dard Kalman filter algorithm with an assumption of the
pose being perfect.

The last step is to propagate the information from
the particle filter to the vehicle EKF. For this purpose,
the density parameters, that is mean and covariance, for
the pose should to be obtained. The particle distribu-
tion are in general non-Gaussian, and thus the Sum of
Gaussian (SoG) representation is desirable. In that case,

each Gaussian needs to maintain a related vehicle EKF
to propagate the information obtained from map obser-
vations, without losing information. A single Gaussian
is used though as an initial work:

{xi
E}

N 7→
N=1∑

j

Nj(x
+
E ;P+

E) (14)

Given the updated external state, the internal state
within the full vehicle EKF can be easily updated
through the conditioning operation for a joint Gaussian
distribution. That is,

N

([
xE

xI

]

;

[
PE PEI

PT
EI PI

])
(x+

E
,P

+

E
)

→

N

([

x+
E

xI + PIEP+
E

−
x+

E

]

;

[

P+
E PEI

PT
EI PI − PIEP+

E

−
PEI

])

By iterating these steps, the hybrid R-B Inertial-
SLAM can maintain the single vehicle EKF with a bank
of parallel map-KFs, improving the computational bur-
den in SLAM. Note that the data association problem is
handled indirectly through the use of multiple hypothe-
ses in parallel map-KFs.

6 Simulation Results

Computer simulation is performed to verify the proposed
methods using a simulated flight data. The simulation
parameters are shown in Table 1.

Sensor Type Unit Spec.

IMU Sampling rate (Hz) 50
Accel bias (m/s2) 0.1
Gyro bias (◦/s) 0.5

Range- Sampling rate (Hz) 50
Bearing Range noise (m) ≥20
Sensor Bearing noise (◦) 0.16

Elevation noise (◦) 0.12

Table 1: Simulation parameters used.

In pose particles propagation, more higher process
noises are used to relieve the particle depletion problem.

Figure 3 shows a 3-dimensional plot of the vehicle tra-
jectory. In blue (dot-line) is the true trajectory and in
red (solid-line) is the filter’s estimate. Figure 4 shows
a 2-dimensional above-view of the trajectory with blue
marks being the true trajectory and landmarks, and red
mark being the estimated trajectory. It can be seen that
the estimated trajectory is in good agreement with the
true trajectory.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the landmark errors.
The error is the radial distance of the landmark’s posi-
tion from its true position. It can be seen that up until



Figure 3: Simulated true vehicle trajectory (blue dot-
line) with SLAM estimated one (red solid-line).

Figure 4: Estimated 2D vehicle trajectory with mean
map positions.

loop closure (at 66 seconds) new landmarks are being
registered. The final cluster of landmarks (registered
from 55 to 73 seconds) have much larger errors than the
cluster registered at 30 to 45 seconds. This is due to the
inherited vehicle position error. From 120 to 135 sec-
onds, the final cluster of landmarks is revisited and their
estimates improve by more than 5 metres.

The vehicle-EKF is used solely for estimating the in-
ternal vehicle states. Figure 6 shows the vehicle-EKF
velocity error along with their 1−σ uncertainty bounds.
A correction can be seen at loop closure. The estimates
stay within 2m/s. Figure 7 shows the vehicle-EKF ac-
celerometer bias error in milli − metres/s2. The result
is accurate but it needs more filter-tunings for conver-
gence. Figure 8 shows the vehicle-EKF gyro-bias error
in milli−radians/s. A significant correction can be seen
at loop closure (66 seconds).

Figure 5: Evolution of average landmark position errors.

Figure 6: Estimated velocity error with 1-σ uncertainty
bound within the vehicle-EKF.

7 Conclusions

Although Rao-Blackwellised SLAM has been successful
for mobile/ground robotics, its application to Inertial-
SLAM system still suffers the inherent high dimensional-
ity in inertial navigation system. This paper fills this gap
by proposing an efficient (but suboptimal) R-B Inertial-
SLAM which partitions the vehicle state into external
and internal states, utilising the conditional indepen-
dency between map-to-map and also reducing the com-
plexity involved in parallel internal filters. Simulation
results with 50 pose particles showed reliable perfor-
mances during loop-closures, thus significantly improv-
ing the performance. A more work needs to be done
to understand the effects of partitioned filter configura-
tion on the observability, and currently real-flight data
is being tested with this method.



Figure 7: Estimated accelerometer bias error with 1-σ
uncertainty bound within the vehicle-EKF.

Figure 8: Estimated gyro bias error with 1-σ uncertainty
bound within the vehicle-EKF.
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A INS state-space model

The vehicle state model is:

xk+1 = f(xk) + wk ⇔ (15)
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ψn
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bb
g,k+1
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k + 4tvn

k

ψn
k + 4tEn

b [ωb
k + bb
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k + 4t(Cn

b [f b
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a,k + wa] + gn)
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where Cn
b and En

b are a body-to-navigation frame trans-
formation and a Euler-rate conversion matrix, respec-
tively [Kim and Sukkarieh, 2004].

B Observation model

A range/bearing sensor provides 3D observation model:

zj,k = h(xE,k,mj,k) + vk (16)

= (g2 ◦ g1)(xE,k,mj,k),

where ◦ is a composite-function operator, and g2 and g1

are

g2(k) =





√

x2 + y2 + z2

tan−1(y/x)

tan−1(z/
√

x2 + y2)





g1(k) = Cs
bC

b
n

[
mi,k − pk − Cn

b pb
sb

]
.

where Cs
b is a sensor-to-body transformation matrix.


